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rotecting your vision should be one of your top priorities. It doesn’t matter if you’re in combat, riding a motorcycle, or
trimming the weeds in your yard — one piece of debris hitting your eye with enough force can cause lifelong vision
impairment. Traditional sunglasses don’t do enough to protect your eyes, and at their worst they can actually break and turn
into shrapnel on impact. You can protect your eyes with a pair of ballistics glasses, and there are plenty of options available for
everyday use. These days, you can find reputable manufacturers that offer ballistic glasses designed to be tactical, stylish, or a
close enough match to replace the eye-pro that was destroyed in a firefight and now some civilian contractor at supply wants
you to reimburse them out of pocket (not that we’re bitter or anything).

SABER ADVANCED
Wiley X has been a major player in the ballistic glasses market for years, and they continue to build on their success with the
Saber. These minimalist glasses are designed to be lightweight and provide a wide angle of view unimpeded by bulky frames.
Get a perfect fit with the flexible nose piece and removable foam padding for the lenses. One-piece lenses meet military ballistic
standards, are coated to block ultraviolet light, resist scratches, and are shaped to offer maximum optical clarity. You can even
fit prescription lenses to these frames. Each pair comes with gray, orange, and clear lens options that can be switched out in
seconds. These glasses come with a cleaning cloth, retention strap, and hard clamshell case.
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ANSI Z87.1+

BALLISTIC

RX INSERT

Ready for action and virtually indestructible, the WX Saber is the model that helped establish Wiley X as a ballisticeyewear powerhouse. From its aggressive, semi-rimless presentation to adjustable telescoping temple arms, the
WX Saber both looks and acts the part of the ultimate protector. Available in one, two, and three-lens kits, the easily
changeable lenses let you adjust to varied lighting and conditions, while an adjustable wire-core nose-piece and foam
insert assure a customized and slip-free fit in even the most extreme environments.
https://www.wileyx.com/saber-advanced

303/303RX
F: MATTE BLACK
L: CLEAR

302/302RX
F: MATTE BLACK
L: SMOKE GREY

CHVAL08

309/309RX
F: MATTE BLACK
L: SMOKE GREY / LIGHT RUST /
VERMILLION

F: MATTE BLACK
L: POLARIZED SMOKE GREY
BLACK OPS

300
F: MATTE BLACK
L: PALE YELLOW
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